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NEWS & VIEWS
462 ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE
An Arctic ozone hole?
Ozone depletion over the Arctic in spring 2011
Rolando R Garcia
SEE ARTICLE P469

559 IMMUNOLOGY STING is a direct innate immune sensor of cyclic di-GMP
D L Bucetale et al.

591 NEUROSCIENCE Temporal dynamics and genetic control of transcription in the human prefrontal cortex
C Coanuon et al.

524 CANCER RNAi screen identifies Brd4 as a therapeutic target in acute myeloid leukaemia
J Zubler et al.

529 CANCER Inhibition of BET recruitment to chromatin as an effective treatment for MLL-fusion leukaemia
M A Dawson et al.

534 STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY Active-site remodelling in the bifunctional fructose-1,6-bisphosphate aldolase/phosphatase
J Du, R F So, W Li, G Fuchs & O Emad

539 STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY Structural basis for the bifunctionality of fructose-1,6-bisphosphate aldolase/phosphatase
S Elshengy, H Nishimura, D Hattori, H J Song & T Waegew

542 BIOCHEMISTRY Saccharomyces cerevisiae THI4p is a suicide thiamine thiazole synthase
A Chatterjee et al.
SEE NAV P463

ARTICLES
463 CLIMATE SCIENCE Unprecedented Arctic ozone loss in 2011
G L Manney et al.
SEE NAV P462

476 GENOMICS A high-resolution map of human evolutionary constraint using 29 mammals
K Lindblad-Toh et al.

502 INORGANIC CHEMISTRY Structure and reactivity of a mononuclear non-haem iron(III)-peroxo complex
J Cho et al.

506 GENOMICS A draft genome of Yersinia pestis from victims of the Black Death
K T Box et al.
SEE NAV P469

NEUROSCIENCE
A natural polymorphism alters odour and DEET sensitivity in an insect odorant receptor
M Pellegino, N Steinbach, M C Steinmayr, B S Forsman & L B Vosshall

LETTERS
490 ASTRONOMY Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities as the source of inhomogeneous mixing in nova explosions
J Casanova, J Jiang, E Garcia-Beato, S N Shore & A C Cadiz

493 PLANETARY SCIENCE A Pluto-like radius and a high albedo for the dwarf planet Eris from an occultation
B Scardy et al.
SEE NAV P464

497 PHYSICS Laser cooling and real-time measurement of the nuclear spin environment of a solid-state qubit
E Pagán, Y Chu, A Manousakis & M D Lukin

500 NEUROSCIENCE Spatial-temporal transcriptome of the human brain
H I Kang et al.

506 GENOMICS A draft genome of Yersinia pestis from victims of the Black Death
K T Box et al.
SEE NAV P469

CLIMATE SCIENCE
North hole
Arctic ozone loss in 2011 had a rather familiar look
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